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 Armed with hand-me-down tools and a few coins, you set out to begin a new life. Sell your crops, build a house, meet new
people and fall in love. Take advantage of your freedom and explore the surrounding land, or Cave to your heart's content! If

you thought farming a single field for the rest of your life was a dead end, think again! In Stardew Valley, you'll have the chance
to grow and expand your farm, opening up new possibilities for your life in Stardew Valley. In Stardew Valley, every day has an
appointment with destiny! Key Features:*Make your own path. Your decisions in Stardew Valley affect not only your character,
but the entire village and every crop, cow, and star in the game.*Discover what happened to the town's residents. Go inside their

homes to find old letters, photos, and a collection of forgotten memories.*Grow your farm and meet your neighbours. The
villagers of Stardew Valley will help you build a home, help you work the land, chat with you, and marry you.*Make friends
with the animals. Go on adventures with pigs, cows, chickens, and more!*Collect fossils in the cave surrounding your home.

Unravel a mysterious past hidden in the rocks and discover a forgotten secret of Stardew Valley's past!*Become an artist. Visit
the blacksmith and create your own tools and weapons.*Form a family. Raise a baby and watch it grow up in your home.*Form

a guild. Explore the world together as a team.*Customize your character. Feel free to change your character's name and
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appearance. Make it your own in Stardew Valley!*Key Features:*- Grow your own food- Harvest, hunt, fish, cook and sell your
food to make money- Build a home, use it as a base, and expand it- Buy and sell tools, furniture, clothes and more at a market-

Collect and use fossils in the surrounding cave- Meet and marry new people- Raise a baby- Participate in festivals- Enjoy a
relaxing musical atmosphere- Enjoyable, charming pixel graphics- Discover a detailed simulation of life in a small community-

Plenty of events to experience with other players- Multiple endings based on your decisions, your inventory, and your
relationship with the villagers- Encourage experimentation and freedom of expression- Realistic emotions and facial

animations- Customize your character and buy or sell items at the market- Opportunities for a peaceful life or to become a
notorious 82157476af
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